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Abstract
We describe a novel adaptive mesh representation for streak-surfaces. The surface is represented as a mesh of
small trees of initial depth zero (treelets). This mesh representation allows for efficient integration, refinement,
coarsening and appending of surface patches utilizing the computational capacities of modern GPUs. Integra-
tion, refinement, and rendering are strictly separated into effectively parallelizable substeps of the streak-surface
integration algorithm. We also describe a sampler framework which unifies the handling of different vector field
representations.

1. Introduction

Turbulent fluids are characterized by their nonlinear behav-

ior, resulting in quick mixing of the fluid particles. For ma-

terial surfaces this means a constant streching and warping

of the surface. Accordingly, the discretized representation,

which is used to track the movement of the surface, has to

be refined many times during integration. Streak-surfaces

are a class of especially relevant material surfaces since

they are related to time-dependent topological structures

and can convey important topological information about the

flow [SW10, FBTW10].

The computational model and memory access capabilities

of modern GPUs are still not as flexible as that of a CPU.

One instance of this problem is handling triangle-mesh con-

nectivity changes on the GPU. Since the number of triangles

adjacent to a vertex of a triangle mesh is arbitrary, large dif-

ferences in the number of computations at individual vertices

during parallel processing of the triangle mesh are possible.

Therefore it is very often impossible to prove strong guaran-

tees regarding the computational cost of an algorithm.

The central objective of this paper is a streak-surface rep-

resentation which can be refined, coarsened and undergo

connectivity changes in parallel on the GPU. To achieve this

goal we make the following contributions:

• Streak-surface integration on the GPU featuring arbitrary

levels of refinement based on a novel representation as a

mesh of linked trees of low depth (treelets).

• The streak-surface integration is decomposed into a num-

ber of simple functions which parallelize well. All steps

are of linear computational and memory complexity.

• A sampler framework which separates integration from

data handling.

The evaluation shows that the algorithm scales linearly with

the number of quads in the streak-surface.

2. Related Work

Streak-based visualization techniques are an important link

to experimental flow visualization techniques. Krishnan et

al. [KGJ09] present a high quality, high precision streak-

surface integration algorithm which operates on the CPU

and directly modifies a triangle mesh data structure using

the flexibility of the CPU. This approach can generate high

quality results but would be quite difficult to perform on the

GPU efficiently. An approach to circumvent the difficulties

of maintaining a triangle-mesh data structure is presented

by Schafhitzel [Sch08]. He suggests a point-based approach

where individual particles are integrated and then rendered

by surface splatting. Similarly, Cuntz et al. [CKSW08] sug-

gest a particle level set technique to compute streak volumes.

McLoughlin et al. [MLZ10] present a streak-surface tech-

nique based on a mixed quad- and triangle-mesh where spe-

cial T-junction objects can represent an additional type of

connectivity in the mesh.

Many GPU-based approaches apply a trade-off between

memory consumption and speed on one side, and flexibility

on the other. Recently, Bürger et al. [BFTW09] present the

first surface representation suitable for the GPU. This repre-

sentation can handle iterated surface refinement and coars-

ening. It is based on the idea of reserving enough space for

the highest resolution and leaving all memory unused where
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Figure 1: Data structure representing leaf nodes and inner
nodes of the treelet. (a) Inner nodes can store pointers to a
parent node, to neighboring nodes on the same refinement
level and pointers to four child nodes. (b) Leaf nodes rep-
resent quads. Level ropes point to one neighboring quad on
each side. (c) There can be more than one neighbor leaf quad
in each direction.

such a high resolution is not required. Another trade-off is

suggested by von Funck et al. [vFWTS08] who use a trian-

gular mesh of fixed topology. This does not allow for refine-

ment, but uses GPU-memory efficiently. Where the surface

curvature becomes too high, transparency is increased. Ulti-

mately, the most complex regions become fully transparent

and are not integrated further.

Recently, Weinkauf et al. [WT10] presented a derived

vector field in which streaklines can be computed by stream-

line integration. To create the derived vector field streak-

lines are seeded on a regular grid, sampling the whole 4D

time+space domain densely. Based on this representation,

streak-surfaces can be constructed using a stream-surface

integration algorithm. This saves computational ressources

at the cost of additional memory requirements, which is a

good trade-off on the CPU. For a more in-depth overview of

the related work we suggest the state of the art reports by

McLoughlin et al. [MLP∗10] and Pobitzer et al. [PPF∗11].

3. Surface Representation

In this paper, the surface is represented by two structures:

first, an array of vertices (i.e., particles), which have posi-

tions in space and time; second, by a mesh of treelets which

stores the topological information about which vertices are

adjacent to each other. A treelet is a small tree of linked

nodes, which represent different levels of refinement hierar-

chically. The tree structure allows for straightforward local

refinement of an individual node without global modification

of the surface connectivity.

Treelet nodes are initially created as leaf nodes, in which

case they represent individual quads of the surface mesh.

During refinement, a quad is refined into four new quads.

In this case, the leaf node becomes an inner node and the

four new leaf nodes become its children. Each node in a

treelet stores the following connectivity information: four

child pointers, four level ropes, and four leaf ropes. The child

pointers point either to the quad vertices (if the node is a

leaf), or to other nodes (if the node is an inner node). The

leaf
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Figure 2: Treelet mesh. (a) Three timelines (orange, green
and blue) of the surface. (b) Hierarchical representation of
the surface. Only leaf ropes which differ from level ropes
are shown. The leaf node Σ at the vertices 1, 2, 6, 5 is re-
fined once. (c) Representation on the GPU. −1 represents
the NULL pointer, empty fields point to parts of the surface
which are not shown in the illustration.

level ropes point to neighboring nodes on the same refine-

ment level. Leaf ropes are only used in leaf nodes and point

to neighboring leaves. This is important to avoid searching

for neighboring leaves during updates (e.g., coarsening), as

neighboring leafes might lie on different treelet levels. Fig-

ure 1 shows the different pointers on a single treelet node.

The indices to the children can either point to vertices (if

the node is a leaf) or to other nodes (if the node is an in-

ner node). The level ropes point to neighboring nodes on

the same refinement level. Leaf nodes also store indices of

neighboring leaves. This is important to avoid searching for

neighboring leaves during updates (e.g. coarsening) of the

streak-surface. In Figure 2(a), the adaptive streak-surface

representation is illustrated in more detail. The seed curve,

depicted in orange, is advected twice, creating two additional
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timelines, depicted in blue and green. The quad at the ver-

tices 1, 2, 6 and 5 has been refined once to create the new ver-

tices 13 to 17. Figure 2(b) shows a different representation of

the same surface, where the links between quads are repre-

sented better: quads on the same level are linked by pointers

providing connectivity to the mesh. We call these pointers

level ropes since they connect nodes of the same level in the

trees. Corresponding to the child pointers (green) connecting

down the tree, there is also a parent pointer in the opposite

direction. Figure 2(c) shows how the treelets are represented

in linear memory on the GPU.

The GPU memory layout is as follows: we represent ver-

tices as structures of four float values to store the position

in space and the integration time (aka. lifetime) of a particle.

Fetching four float values at the same time is implemented

very efficiently on current GPUs. All vertices are stored in

a consecutive array on the GPU and new vertices are added

to the end of the array using an implementation similar to

std::vector. The nodes are represented by multiple ar-

rays storing child indices, parent indices, level ropes and leaf

ropes separately. This way we can fetch the properties of a

quad independently. Since the properties of leaf nodes and

inner nodes can be stored in the same data structure they all

reside in a common linear array in GPU memory. On current

GPU architectures each node requires 13 bytes of memory

and each vertex requires 16 bytes of memory.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

0 1 2

leaf ropes

equal refinement levels

lower 
level

higher 
level

obstacle

streak surface

level ropes of leaves level ropes of inner nodes

Figure 3: Ropes and refinement. (a) The surface is refined
twice. We use a coarse mesh for illustration purposes. (b)
Leaf ropes to neighbors of the same refinement level are
shown in blue. Uni-directional leaf ropes pointing upwards
are shown in magenta at their starting point. Bi-directional
leaf ropes between neighbors of different levels are shown
in red. (c) Level ropes between leaf nodes. (d) Level ropes
between non-leaf nodes.

Figure 3 shows a concrete example of a refined surface

and the ropes providing connectivity in the surface. In Fig-

ure 3(b), we can see the leaf ropes connecting the leaf

nodes of the surface. The blue lines represent leaf ropes

connecting nodes at the same level. Red lines represent leaf

ropes which connect leaf nodes of different refinement lev-

els bi-directionally. The magenta ropes point upwards uni-

directionally from nodes in a deeper level of refinement to-

wards larger nodes of smaller refinement level.

4. Algorithm

In this section we describe the streak-surface integration al-

gorithm. We first explain the steps of the algorithm in general

terms. The following subsections provide additional detail

on how each step modifies the treelet mesh.

Overview The algorithm starts with an initialization phase

during which the seed curve is advected once and the first

row of quads is set up in memory. After that, the algorithm

proceeds in five major steps: integration, refinement, coars-

ening, compaction and rendering. See Figure 4 for an illus-

tration of these steps:

0. During initialization the first row of quads is created.

1. Integration moves all vertices one step and creates one

row of leaf nodes.

2. Refinement creates new nodes by subdividing leaf nodes

which have become too big or where the surface has high

curvature. Where new nodes are created the leaf ropes

and level ropes are updated.

3. Coarsening removes spurious quads or quads which have

moved outside of the data domain. In this process all

ropes linking to these quads are removed. Afterwards, the

invalid quads are removed from memory by compaction.

Spurious quads are small quads at places of low mesh

curvature, where the notion of small depends on user-

specified thresholds.

4. Vertex compaction removes unused vertices and updates

the pointers into the vertices array at the leaf quads.

5. To prepare the streak-surface for rendering, cracks are re-

moved from the mesh by creating a new set of vertices

by projecting t-nodes onto the edge of the adjacent leaf

node. To create a compelling rendering, normals can be

computed based on the treelet representation on the GPU.

In the following we will describe all operations in more de-

tail and explain why they all run in linear time. Since the

number of vertices is strictly bounded by four times the num-

ber of quads, we could in principle describe the complexity

in terms of the number of quads Q. However, during steps

where only vertices are involved, we will state the complex-

ity of operations in relation to the number of vertices V .

Integration and data samplers During a single integration

step all vertices are advected one time increment through the

flow. Vertices which leave the data domain are flagged as

invalid so that they can be removed at a later point in the

algorithm.

To integrate we need to sample velocity information at
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Figure 4: Overview. For each step we note the computa-
tional complexity of the operation in Landau notation. Q is
the number of quads, V the number of vertices, and S the
number of seed points.

arbitrary points in the data set. In this paper, we work with

synthetic data, or data sampled on a regular Cartesian grid,

or unstructured point-sampled data from smoothed particle

hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations. Each of these requires

different point location and interpolation schemes, but the

overall streak-surface integration algorithm is the same.

We therefore use a sampler structure which separates the

details of point location and interpolation from the main

algorithm. This approach is now possible since CUDA

supports templated code for the GPU. From the outside,

the sampler struct allows to query if a position is valid

and to evaluate the velocity field at any valid position.

The sampler can use intricate data caching mechanism and

spatial data structures, while keeping the details hidden

from the main streak-surface algorithm. To be more ex-

plicit: this means the integration function can be defined

as template<typename samplerT> void ad-
vect(samplerT sampler, float *vertices).

The sampler struct contains the required information

to sample the vector field on the device. The most simple

example is a sampler which evaluates a synthetic field, such

as the ABC flow discussed in Section 5. The sampler for

structured grid internally stores a reference to a 3D device

texture object. By using the CUDA API, data caching, and

point location exploit hardware features. The sampler for

SPH data is more complex: first, it stores pointers to a

device representation of a structured search grid. The search

grid is used to efficiently locate kernels which overlap a

given position. In other words, the search grid is used to

quickly find all SPH particles that influence the velocity

at the requested position. Since in many cases, testing if

a position is valid and the actual vector field evaluation

alternate, the sampler for SPH data stores some of the

information collected during the test for validity.

Refinement For refinement, we compute criteria as sug-

gested in the literature [BFTW09,KGJ09,MLZ10] based on:

the maximal side length, the area of a node, and on an ap-

proximation of the local curvature. This can be done locally

in constant time per leaf node, since we can use the leaf ropes

from the previous step to find neighboring leaf quads.

In the next step, we create four new quads and five new

vertices for each quad which is marked for refinement. Four

vertices are created at the edge midpoints of the parent quad

and one at the centroid by interpolation. See also Figure 2

for an illustration where vertices 13 to 17 result from a re-

finement step. In this step the ropes between the four new

quads and their parent index are set. What cannot be set are

the ropes to the adjacent quads, since the refinement oper-

ates in parallel and has to be executed independently for each

quad. Since the refinement has to be done independently of

the neighboring quads to avoid race conditions and to pro-

vide optimal performance it is possible that two neighboring

quads are refined concurrently. In this case, two vertices are

created at the same position. After the local refinement is
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finished, we connect the newly created leaves. This is done

by following the level ropes of the parents. With the level

ropes connected in the previous step we can find these dou-

ble vertices and set the vertex indices to the smaller one of

the two.

One advantage of using treelets is that this refinement

strategy can create individual samples on timelines which

were previously not available. This is an important advan-

tage, since local stretching at one point should not lead to

non-local additional memory requirements. Since all refine-

ment can be done locally using direct pointers it is of linear

complexity in the number of quads Q.

Coarsening The coarsening step builds on the computation

of the prefix sum for compaction of the vertex and quad ar-

rays. Harris et al. [HSO07] present a fast way to compute

a prefix sum in parallel using CUDA. The prefix sum is an

operation on an array in which each element in the result

list is the sum of the elements in the input list up to its in-

dex. Given an array of values [a1,a2, . . .an] the result is the

array [a1,a1 + a2, . . . ,a1 + · · ·+ an]. The prefix sum can be

computed in parallel by adding values of increasing distance,

distributing the additions equally to all processing units.

For coarsening, we evaluate coarsening criteria for all leaf

quads. Quads which have become too small and quads out-

side the data domain are flagged for removal in an auxiliary

array of integers. There are two ways for a quad to be ac-

tually removed from the array: either all its three siblings

are also flagged for removal or it is already a root quad. The

compaction of the arrays describing the quads is based on the

prefix sum of the flag array. After compaction all pointers

(children, parents, leaf ropes, and level ropes) are updated.

Since all operations which are performed during coarsening

run in linear time, this step is of linear complexity in the

number of quads as a whole.

Vertex Compaction In this step we remove vertices which

are no longer needed. There are two reasons for a vertex to

qualify for removal: either it was created in parallel with an-

other vertex at the same location during refinement, or the

nodes it belonged to were deleted in the coarsening step. To

find unused vertices, we iterate over all quads and deselect

all vertices which are encountered. The vertices which re-

main flagged can be removed using the same strategy as de-

scribed in the previous subsection. Since the vertices move,

it is important to also update the pointers to the vertices in

the leaf quads.

Rendering The rendering step consists of three substeps:

we project copies of the vertices onto the edge of the neigh-

boring quad, if the neighboring quad is on a higher level

using a second vertex buffer. This can be decided locally

based on the leaf ropes of the neighboring quads. The pro-

jection removes cracks in the surface which can appear at

ABC SC TC SPH

vertices (×106) 2.4 1.9 1.0 1.8

nodes (×106) 2.6 2.5 1.0 2.3

max. refinement 17 10 15 12

memory (MB) 257 240 88 188

Table 1: Memory consumption overview. (SC=square cylin-
der, TC=turbulent cylinder)

places where nodes of different level of refinement are lo-

cated adjacently. This means that the rendered vertices are

not necessarily at the same positions as those of the treelet

mesh. Vertex normals are computed in parallel by averaging

the normals of the surrounding leaf quads. During render-

ing, quads are tessellated to simplify shading. Both normal

computation and hole filling run in linear time and can be

performed in parallel per quad.

5. Evaluation

We perform tests on a synthetic case, two data sets sampled

on a Cartesian grid and SPH data. We select seeding posi-

tions which result in interesting surfaces and set the inte-

gration time-step size small enough to obtain stable results.

Table 1 gives an overview of the memory consumption. All

measurements were performed on a 2.8 GHz Core i7 CPU

and a GeForce GTX 470 GPU.

ABC flow The ABC flow is an unstable solution of Euler’s

equation, displaying high-frequency instabilities under per-

turbation [Hal05]. This example is known to exhibit strong

mixing of the fluid. Depending on the specified lifetime, the

required level of refinement can reach very high levels. For

the evaluation we set the lifetime of a vertex to 3 units. The

seed curve is a straight line starting at (0,0,0) and ending at

(1,2,π). Figure 5(a+b) shows the behavior of the algorithm

for the ABC flow for these settings. The number of items in

the node and vertex arrays is represented by the vertical axis

on the left. The axis on the right shows the maximum num-

ber of refinements in the surface. Coarsening, refinement,

and integration are all linear in the number of quads in the

surface. It is interesting to note that the expensive part of

the coarsening seems to be the removal of quads at the front

of the streak-surface where the nodes become invalid when

the vertices have reached the end of their lifetime. This step

would be a candidate for further optimizations in the im-

plementation, but the important point is that all steps are of

linear complexity.

Square cylinder The square cylinder data set is the result

of a DNS simulation of the three-dimensional flow around a

rectangular cuboid between parallel walls at Reynolds num-

ber 220 [CSBA05]. The data is sampled onto a uniform

Cartesian grid with a resolution of 192×64×48 and a tem-

poral resolution of 102 steps. Figure 6 shows results for four

time steps. The first image shows how the surface splits into
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Figure 5: Performance measurements. (a+b) ABC flow (c+d) Turbulent Cylinder (e+f) Square Cylinder (g+h) SPH dam break.

Figure 6: Streak-surface in the square cylinder data set. The obstacle is shown at 1/3 of its actual height. (1:03) In the beginning
the turbulence is low. (1:33-1:61) Over time turbulence increases, the surface starts bulging and stretching.

two parts when it is partially advected outside of the do-

main. The obstacle is displayed at 1/3 of its actual height

to occlude the streak-surface less. In the second timestep we

can see the bulging and folding effects on the streak-surface

as turbulence increases. The third and fourth snapshot show

the development of high-curvature regions and small fea-

tures which require higher refinement levels. Figure 5 (c+d)

presents measurements for the square cylinder data set. The

square cylinder data set contains the tamest velocity field of

all four examples and for the selected seed curve a refine-

ment level of 10 is sufficient.

Turbulent Cylinder The turbulent cylinder data set con-

tains a simulation of flow around a wall-mounted finite cylin-

der at Reynolds number 200. The turbulent cylinder simu-

lation data is courtesy of Frederich [Fre10]. It captures the

motion of large coherent structures behind the cylinder. Im-

portant features are: the separation of flow above the cylinder

and large recirculating regions originating behind the cylin-

der. Figure 7 shows separation and mixing of the flow above

the obstacle. We can see how the large coherent structures

emanating from the obstacle pull the streak-surface down,

creating twisted structures in the geometry. The spiralling

motion in the flow requires very high levels of refinement de-

pending on the lifetime of the particles which constitute the

streak-surface. Once a part of the streak-surface is caught

inside one of the vortices it can undergo twisting motion

for prolonged periods of time. This is where the flexible re-

finement capabilities of the presented treelet representation

is most important. In Figure 5(c+d) we show performance

numbers for the turbulent cylinder case.

Dam Break Data Set This data set is an SPH simulation

of a breaking dam [KFV∗05]. It has 87 time steps, each

with 670,000 fluid particles using a cubic spline kernel. The

advantage of SPH simulations is that they provide a rela-

tively good approximation of the behavior of free surface

flows, even though SPH does not provide guaranteed error
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Figure 7: Turbulent Cylinder. The seed is placed above the obstacle. (a) An early timestep for overview. Dashed line shows
viewport of the remaining images. (b) The coherent structures developing behind the cylinder pull the streak-surface down in
a twisting motion. (c-e) The spiralling motion of the coherent structures in the flow twists the streak-surface considerably. (e*)
Illustration of the smooth shape of the twisted streak-surface.

cba

Figure 8: SPH steak-surface. (a) When the water hits the obstacle, the particles diverge rapidly and both the water surface and
the streak-surface develops holes. (b) As the water rushes back, the seed curve is no longer submerged and no new quads are
generated. (c) Later the seed curve is inside the fluid again and a second surface patch is advected.

bounds [Mon94]. This means that, even though this cannot

happen in a perfectly correct simulation, it is possible that

the free surface touches the streak-surface, creating holes or

cutting the surface in multiple parts. Even though this is in

contradiction with the Navier-Stokes equations, this is the

behavior the data represents.

Figure 8(a) shows that reconstruction can lead to very

small fluid regions. In Figure 8(b) we can see a wave rolling

back towards the seed curve. As the water level falls below

the position of the seed curve (Figure 8(c)), there are no new

particles released and the streak-surface disconnects from

the seed curve. In Figure 8(d) we see how a second streak-

surface patch is released from the seed curve as the wave

front passes. Figure 9 illustrates the problem of noise recon-

struction from SPH data. The quality of the reconstructed

vector field decreases rapidly as the kernel sum goes to zero

and at highly turbulent time steps it is possible to get very

noisy results from the reconstruction. Figure 9(a) shows the

appearance of very thin water volumes. In Figure 9(b) we

can see a few slivery surface elements which result from

very high velocity magnitudes in the reconstruction. Figure 5

(g+h) shows an evaluation of the performance for SPH data.

The bulk of computation time is spent with vertex integra-

tion, since the reconstruction of velocity values is very ex-

pensive (Figure 5(h), green line, right axis). The first spike

in surface complexity happens when the surface gains a lot

of elements during collision of the water with the obstacle

and the subsequent splashing motion. The second spike hap-

pens when the water hits the wall on the other side of the

domain.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we focus on the efficient and flexible integra-

tion of streak-surfaces on the GPU. The surface represen-

tation is applicable to other types of problems, which re-

quire local adaptivity on the GPU as well, such as morphing

or surface tracking. The additional connection within and

between treelets allow the algorithm to perform all opera-

tions in parallel and locally. The algorithm is implemented

in CUDA with additional C++ code for application control.
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a
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c

Figure 9: Three timesteps of the breaking dam. The surface
is twisted considerably and high refinement levels (17) are
required.

As we have shown in the evaluation section, the algorithm

performs a single update step at interactive frame rates for

a wide range of parameters. There are two main advantages

of the presented surface representation: first, it allows for ef-

ficient refinement and coarsening in parallel. Second, it can

represent surfaces which contain holes and break into multi-

ple patches.
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